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An introduction to these notes 
 
 

Aim of these notes 
 
These notes are written to help Bible study group leaders with their 
prep before their group meets.  They aim to help leaders to 
understand each passage.  This is not to say that this is the end point 
for any Bible study … the end point should be that we understand 
Bible truth so that we live by it.  But understanding is a necessary 
means to that end: we can’t lead a good study on a Bible passage 
without first understanding it for ourselves.  But … preparing a good 
group study will require more than just taking these notes down off 
the shelf.  Here’s a suggestion of how to use them. 
 
 

Suggestions for using these notes 
 
1 Pray first … that as you think about each passage, the Lord will 

give you understanding (2 Tim 2:7). 

2 Work through the details of the passage for yourself.  Questions 
in the Group Study Outline may stimulate you to think more, 
and the Verse by Verse section may help too. 

3 Think carefully about how this particular passage fits into the 
letter as a whole.  Why is Peter saying it?  Why is he saying it 
here? Why is he saying it in this way?  Story Board may help 
here as it tries to simplify the main points of Peter’s argument. 

4 The Theme Sentence is an attempt to summarise the passage 
into a single phrase.  This is a good discipline, and helps to clarify 
our own understanding, and also to keep the study on track.  
From your own Theme Sentence, work out two or three 
Applications. 

5 Are there things you now need to pray about and act on? 

6 You are now ready to think up some questions to ask in the group 
study … good questions bring out the main points of the passage 
(not every thing you may have discovered!), and help people 
think through their implications today.  The Group Study 
Outline gives some suggestions. 



An introduction to 1 Peter 
 
 

Aim of the letter 
 
Peter writes in 5:12 that 1 Peter is his brief letter ‘encouraging you 
and testifying that this is the true grace of God’ and that his aim in 
writing is that they ‘stand firm in it’ (ie in the true grace of God).  This 
sounds straightforward, but what does it actually mean? 
 

Christians will suffer  
 
It’s clear from the letter that the Christians to whom Peter is writing 
are suffering.  There’s a real issue here: why are they suffering when 
they are trying to do good and live a godly life?  Peter’s answers are 
… 
 
1 The ‘salvation’ that comes from the God of all grace is being born 

again ‘to a living hope’ (1:3).  It’s a promise to do with the future 
… that God will keep heaven for us, and keep us for heaven.  
There’s no promise that we will receive ‘the goal of our salvation’ 
(ie heaven) here on earth.  Rather, Peter wants us to grasp the 
pattern of the Christian life: suffering now and glory to come (cf 
1:11).  This doesn’t explain why they are suffering, but it does 
say that it’s not somehow contradictory to the gospel. 

2 Christians live in this world as exiles/strangers/aliens (1:17; 
2:11-12), divided off from the ‘pagans’ around us (2:14; 4:3-5).  
There are lots of hints through the letter that Christians are and 
will be hated for their godly behavior (eg 2:12, 15, 20f; 3:9, 14; 
4:4).  This is inevitable, and suffering may well result. 

3 Look at Jesus’ own life.  Unusually in the NT, Peter emphasises 
the sufferings and death of Jesus as an example for us (1:18-21; 
2:21-25; 3:17-4:1; 4:13-16): he suffered, so we will too.  In 
particular, he suffered as he obeyed God and did good … and this 
sets up what will be Peter’s application (see below). 

4 Continuing as Christians through suffering is the way that faith is 
demonstrated as being genuine (1:7), and in this sense, suffering 
now may be seen as God’s judgment of the family of God (4:17). 

 



God’s true grace: glory to come, sufferings now  
 
There is a pattern to the Christian life: ‘sufferings … and subsequent 
glories’ (1:11).  For us who believe in Jesus it’s ‘an inheritance kept in 
heaven for you … though now you have to suffer trials’ (cf 1:3-7). 
Peter’s aim then, presumably, is that these Christians don’t cave in 
when these hardships come.  Their current suffering is not sub-
Christian; it is actually ‘the true grace of God’ or genuine Christianity.  
Suffering is normal (4:12f).  This is very encouraging.   
So ‘stand firm’ means something like: don’t chuck in Christianity 
because it’s ‘not working’. Because this suffering-now will deliver the 
very thing (‘glory’) which was always promised to us.  Then, it will be 
seen that of course Christianity has always been ‘working’! 
The NT teaches us that Jesus’ arrival has ushered in a whole new era: 
we Christians experience ‘new creation’.  And yet, at the same time, 
the NT keeps saying that our experience now is only the tip of an 
iceberg.  In fact, many areas where Christians today fall out with one 
another are basically a disagreement about how much of the iceberg 
is above the water-line and how much remains still hidden: how much 
is ‘now’, and how much is ‘not yet’?  It is difficult to get this right.  1 
Peter should help us to be realistic about ‘now’, and full of hope about 
the ‘not yet’ … so much more is still to come. 
 
Stand firm in the ‘now’  
 
But even if we become clearer about this ‘now’/’not yet’ issue, the 
question still remains: how should we live in the ‘now’?  What is 
Peter’s application to Christians with a ‘living hope’ who are waiting 
for their ‘salvation ready to be revealed in the last time’? 
We might expect a ‘hang on, heaven is coming!’  Certainly that would 
make sense, given all the suffering they were experiencing (and it’s 
probably what we would have written, if we were Peter!).  In fact, 
Peter writes to say ‘be holy’ (1:16) or even more simply, ‘do right’. 
After that command to ‘be holy’ (1:15-16), and a description of the 
church as ‘a holy nation’ (1:22-2:10), Peter addresses group after 
group and situation after situation to work out what it means for each 
of them to ‘do right’ … as a citizen (2:11-17), at work (2:18-25), at 
home (3:1-7), when you suffer as Jesus did (3:8-4:1; 4:12-19), as 
the end is near (4:1-11), whether you’re young or old (5:1-7).  4:19 
is a good summary verse. 
‘Do right’ is the major application. We might like to ask why it is. 



1 Peter 1:1-12 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
 
Christians are exiles in the world: heavenly salvation is their real goal. 
 
 
Story Board 
 
Peter writes to Christians who are up against it, often simply because 
of the fact that they are Christian.  Before he tells them how they 
should react to the world around them there’s a big-picture time-
frame to put it all in: 
Christians don’t belong in this world.  We are strangers here.  The 
thing that marks out Christians as being different is our future: we 
know that God will save us.  This promised future changes everything. 
In particular, it can change how we view current hardships.  They still 
hurt.  They are still just as awful.  But they can have a good role in 
demonstrating whether a person is really living for that future we’ve 
been promised.  I won’t continue as a Christian if this world is what 
matters to me … I’ll opt for a more comfortable life and avoid 
hardships by giving up Christianity. 
So it’s obviously vital whether this future salvation is certain.  Peter 
points to a list of solid foundations for faith: 
1 it depends on God’s work not ours; 
2 it depends on the certain resurrection of Jesus; 
3 it is proclaimed by the Spirit in the OT and apostolic preaching.  
 
 
Application 
 
Peter spells out the main application of this passage in 1:13f (so we 
must wait for the next passage to drive it home!).  But for now … 

1 Christians don’t belong in this world, but in heaven.  We live for 
then, not least because it clearly matters to God so much.should  

2 Our lives should be marked by joy at the prospect of heaven. 

3 We don’t have to welcome suffering masochistically to recognise 
its potential usefulness as a litmus test for our faith. 



Verse by verse 
 
1-2 Peter writes from Rome (5:13) to Christians spread though most 

of modern Turkey.  They belong to God (‘elect’ is an OT title for 
God’s people eg Ps 105:6) not this world; estranged from the 
world because of their Christian-ness, but no longer estranged 
from God.  In fact, we are ‘exiles (cf 2:11) … of the ‘dispersion’ 
meaning ‘not in their homeland’: the mention of Babylon (5:13) 
confirms a Biblical theology approach to what Peter is saying 
here: Christians now are in ‘exile’ (1:17), just like those at the 
end of the OT, awaiting the coming of their Redeemer. 

 He writes to encourage them to ‘stand firm’ (5:12).  What will 
encourage them?  The true grace of God.  Look at what God did: 
the Father chose us (cf Eph 1:3-14), the Spirit sanctified us (cf 1 
Cor 6:11) and by the Son’s blood we are ‘sprinkled’ (cf Exod 24 
for the significance of this covenant-establishing act).  We did 
nothing; it is all the Trinitarian God’s true grace.  How 
encouraging! 

 God’s intention is that I obey Jesus (cf Eph 1:4): election involves 
obligation as well as privilege (… and this is a theme that will 
become important). 

 
3-5 It helps to spot the structure here: Peter’s God-centred praise is 

because of the new birth we’ve received into two things: 
 (a) a living hope 
 The resurrection of Jesus was the thing that changed the first 

disciples. As 1 Cor 15 puts it, it gives us faith (14. 17), hope for 
our future (19), certainty about the destruction of death (26, 51-
57) and the reason for holy living (29-34, 58).  In other words, 
we have a certain future (which is what ‘hope’ is) because of it. 

 (b) an inheritance 
 What we will inherit has a personalised name-tag (‘for you’) but 

no ‘sell-by’ date: although we won’t see it until the future, it will 
not become less fresh in the meantime.  God guards both the 
heirs for the inheritance, and the inheritance for the heirs. 

 Peter’s Christian focus is the future.  Jesus’ resurrection gives him 
solid grounds for certainty about what he’s got coming to him; he 
knows he will be saved (- is ‘salvation’ what Peter means by 
‘inheritance’?).  That forward look will change the present, not by 
ending suffering, but by changing how it’s viewed.  This 
paragraph is explaining why Christians are ‘exiles’/’strangers in 
the world’ (1): the home that matters to us is not here but there. 



6-7 Peter doesn’t rejoice because of his sufferings (!), but ‘in this’ (ie 
because of his future salvation).  Nevertheless, present ‘trials’ 
(even though they really hurt) have a positive role: they do what 
a fire does for a goldsmith, showing up what is genuine in my 
faith.  Will I still be doing 1:8 after this suffering, or not?  The 
person who does not ‘stand firm’ (5:12) never had genuine faith.  
(cf Mark 4:16-17.) 

 Again, ‘now’ and ‘not yet’ is contrasted: now is for ‘testing’, then 
is for ‘praise …’ (presumably because we will realise then just how 
much God has continued to ‘guard’ [5] us through it all). 

 
8-9 This verse seems to define the ‘faith’ of 1:7 … it’s clinging to 

Christ through these pressing trials.  But what makes the present 
trials especially hard is that we have never seen Jesus, and we 
don’t see him now.  Our experience is indeed faith not sight (cf 2 
Cor 5:7, where the context is the same contrast of present 
groaning and future heaven).  But in the meantime, as we walk 
by faith, the reason why we love him, and what gives us joy is the 
endpoint again (cf 1:6a), what we look forward to and what we 
are already in the process of receiving. 

 
10-12 Peter examines that salvation: how do we know it’s for real? 
 (a) OT writers pointed forward to it 
 The OT writers were clear that ‘the Christ’ would come to redeem 

his people.  The pattern they predicted for him (‘sufferings … and 
the subsequent glories’) is the same pattern as 1:3-9 (cf Mark 
8:34-38).  But they had to be vague about when the Christ would 
come and who he’d actually be.  From hindsight, we know that 
they were talking about Jesus’ coming.  The whole OT is actually 
about him (cf Luke 24:27, 44-48), so all of the OT writers were 
writing for our generation not theirs. 

 (b) The Holy Spirit preached it through the apostles 
 Peter is claiming that the Holy Spirit who enabled the OT writers 

to predict Jesus so accurately is the same Holy Spirit who inspires 
the apostles in their preaching (cf 1:1a).  If the OT is shown to be 
right, then they are too.  The gospel about heaven (1:3-9) comes 
from the ‘Spirit sent from heaven’, so he should know what he’s 
talking about! 

 (c) Angels long to look into it 
 All heaven is peering down at these Christians being saved: they 

are that important to God’s purposes for his world. Whatever 
they’re going through, there’s another heavenly view on it all. 



Group Study Outline        1 Peter 1:1-12 
 
Launching Question 
If you knew you were about to enter a difficult set of circumstances 
that would really test your faith, how would you prepare yourself? 
 
READ 1 Peter 1:1-12 
Questions 
Where do the Christians to whom Peter is writing live? 
Where do they belong? what is the significance of saying this? 
 
All Christians are ‘born again’ Christians according to verse 3! 
Into what are we ‘born again’? (3-5) 
What is our ‘hope’? what has it got to do with Jesus’ resurrection? 
What is our inheritance? list everything that Peter says about it. 
Are Christians saved yet or not (cf 5, 9) why does this question 
matter? 
Why do Christians rejoice? and what does this mean in practice? 
How does verse 2 fit in with the great statements of 3-5? 
 
Why is Peter writing to these Christians, according to 5:12? 
How does 1:1-5 fit in with this statement of purpose in 5:12? 
How might this first paragraph help suffering Christians? 
 
What marks their normal Christian experience, according to 6-9? 
How can suffering ever have value according to 6-7? 
Are we supposed to look for suffering, or enjoy it when it comes? 
How can my faith be proved genuine living in the UK today? 
Do you think that the following questions (from a 1 Peter study book) 
is helpful or not: When have you seen Jesus (through a person or 
event) in a way that increased your faith? 
 
If salvation relies on something unseen, how can we be sure about it? 
What reasons do 1:10-12 give? 
How are we special (from 1:10-12)? … more special than who? why? 
 
Summary 
What is the essence of Christianity, from these verses? 
What can I expect as a Christian now? … and what in the future? 
(What is Peter’s application of all he’s written in these 12 verses?) 
 
Conclusion 
How would you now answer ‘the launching question’, after 1:1-12? 



1 Peter 1:13-2:3 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
There are two distinct sections; the second is an outworking of the first. 
 
1:13-21 Christians are to be holy 
1:22-2:3 In the church, ‘be holy’ means having and showing genuine 

love for other Christians 
 
 

Story Board 
 
Look at the glorious future that God has given to Christians, and is 
keeping for us!  This heavenly salvation is what we live for, even 
through painful trials now.  We belong to heaven.  We are exiles here. 
So live here like that.  In a sense, we are to be ‘strange’ – as different 
from people around us as God himself is.  We’ll be motivated by this 
fantastic future hope, by what our Father is like, by fear lest we fail 
him, by the cost of our redemption. 
Let’s be specific.  How should Christians treat each other?  What does 
it mean to be ‘strangers here’ at church?  Christian relationships 
should have none of the competition, pretence, backbiting and bad 
feeling that mark this world’s relationships.  These things all prevent 
spiritual growth. 
It is God’s word that gave you new birth into your ‘hope’ and 
‘inheritance’ and rescued you out of your old, death-bound, merely-
human existence.  If God’s word is powerful enough to do that, then it 
is powerful enough to give ongoing spiritual life and produce real 
growth.  Drink it greedily! 
 
 

Application 
 
The rest of the letter is ‘application’, explain what ‘be holy’ means. 
1 Live for heaven.  Live as an exile/stranger here. 
2 Be holy! … which means: Be strange!  Be different!  Be God-like! 
3 If we are Christian, we will have love for other Christians.  So now 

we should love them.  Our relationships with Christians will be 
radically different from this-worldly relationships. 

4 Long to feed on God’s word.  It’s how you will grow. 



Verse by verse 
 
13-14 The practical outworkings of what Peter has so far been saying 

begin here: ‘Therefore …’.  Peter’s spirituality is ‘hope’, his focus 
is still on ‘what will be brought to you’ in the future (cf 1:3-9).  
Our future ‘grace’ encourages suffering Christians, but it also 
prompts a re-ordering of my life and priorities, with radical 
ethical consequences. 

 The first Christian response is an application to the mind, a call 
to strenuous thinking: we won’t live right if we don’t think right.  
Just as, before conversion, because we were ignorant, we lived 
wrong (14).  This emphasis first on our thought-patterns (or 
‘world view’) is the normal NT emphasis (cf Eph 4:17-24; Rom 
12:1-2). 

 Action follows.  Becoming a Christian is ‘obedience to the truth’ 
(1:22), and we were ‘called … for obedience’ (1:2).  ‘Self-
controlled’ (or ‘sober-minded’) means ‘watch out!’: control your 
behaviour so it’s in line with the truths you have come to base 
your lives on.  1:15f will now spell this out. 

 
15-16 What did God ‘call’ us to be?  Holy, just like him.  To say God is 

holy is to say that he is ‘separated from sin and devoted to 
seeking his own honour’.  ‘In all your conduct’, in every day/ 
/thought/moment/action, we too should be separated from evil 
and to righteousness.  We’re to be ‘exiles’ to it all, imitating our 
Father (cf Father-child relationship behind the whole paragraph 
up to 2:3). 

 Peter is applying the OT (cf footnote for OT refs).  Our God is the 
OT God: there’s no change in him, nor in what he expects of us. 

 
17 Perfect love casts out fear of eternal judgment/punishment (cf 1 

Jn 4:17-18), but fear of God’s displeasure and discipline, and 
concern lest we offend him, is a mark of continuing love.  
Because we are his (cf 18-21), we are ‘exiles’ here: how we fare 
here should matter far less to us than what God thinks about us. 

 
18-21 How do these verses give the reason for 1:17?  Two 

possibilities: 
(a) Peter is emphasizing the cost of our redemption: if he has been 

so generous, how could we treat that generosity so lightly that 
we fail to ‘be holy in all your conduct’? 



(b) Peter is emphasizing the result of our costly redemption: now 
that we belong to God (cf 2:9), how could we behave as if we 
still belong here? 

 Money would be the normal method of redemption: a slave could 
save his earnings to buy his freedom.  But our redemption was 
more like Israel’s from Egypt: a lamb without defect was killed 
and the people were freed (cf Ex 12 especially 5, 26-27).  The 
resurrection and ascension (21) show that God is satisfied by 
this finished work of Christ.  Peter summarises the purpose of 
Jesus’ life: he was always God’s intended means of redemption, 
and amazingly that eternal divine plan focuses in on me! 

 Yet the true focus of it all remains on what God has done.  
Consistently since 1:1, God is the subject and we are the object: 
cf v1 elect, v2 chosen, v3 new birth, v4 inheritance, etc etc.  
Naturally we stake our all on him (21)!  And in particular, we 
stake our future (‘hope’ again) on him. 

 
22 Peter’s first target for his big application of ‘be holy’ is the 

church: what does it mean to ‘be holy’ there?  Answer: it means 
genuine, earnest, heart-felt love for other Christians.  Someone 
who really is a Christian (‘purified … by obedience to the truth’) 
will show love like this.  2:1 has a practical list of harmful things, 
out of place in holy, loving people. 

 
23-25 The ‘new birth’ of 1:3 is further explained: it came about by the 

word of God, preached to us.  Just as the inheritance (the end 
point) is imperishable (1:4), so is the ‘word’ (the starting point).  
It’s all unassailable, from start to finish.  Isaiah 40 is just as 
confident that God himself will save, because he says so.  His 
certain words bring life (cf Rom 10:17; Jas 1:18), while all 
humanity/human status is death-bound. 

 22-25 provide two reasons why Christians love one another (22):   
(a) ‘purified souls’ mean that Christians set themselves apart 

from the ways of the world (18) in how they treat people; 
(b) the ‘seed’ through which Christians are ‘born again’ grows 

to produce the fruit of ‘love’ (in 1:3-21, every ‘you’ is plural). 
 
2:2-3 The link here is very striking: if I won’t put away these things 

(1), I will not ‘grow up’ (2).  Spiritual growth is a matter of 
obedience (… which means ‘be holy’ in 1 Peter, even at church).  
The ‘milk’ which God provides is his life-giving word (cf 23-25): 
it’s that which we must long for. 



Group Study Outline     1 Peter 1:13-2:3 
 
Launching Question 
on 1:12-21 Think of a Christian you admire.  How and why would you 
  want to be like him/her? 
on 1:22-2:3 What makes life with other Christians in the church hard? 
 
READ 1 Peter 1:13-2:3 
Questions 
1:1-12 has praised God for his future salvation of us.  So what? 
Why does Peter apply first to the mind? why does what I think matter? 
How practically do we do 1:13 before jumping on to 1:14f? 
 
How and why are we to be like God? 
Peter will explain what ‘be holy means, but what do you think it means? 
 
Make a list now of all you have to do tomorrow: how would you tackle 
this list with the goal ‘be holy in all you do’ (NIV)? 
How might trying to ‘be holy’ change your relationships with friends? 
Is this what it means to ‘live as strangers here’ (17)? Why/why not? 
 
In what ways do I fear God?  How does this passage tell us we are to 
fear God? 
How does 18-21 help me if I am trying to ‘conduct myself with fear 
during the time of my exile’? 
 
Peter now starts to explain: ‘let’s be practical about being holy at church’ 
How should we ‘be holy’ at church?  
What does this mean (according to 1:22f)? 
What does Peter think makes life so difficult at church? (cf 2:1) 
How are we malicious/deceitful/hypocritical/envious/slandering? 
Why is this kind of love not merely optional for Christians? (cf 22-23) 
 
If we rid ourselves of the things in 2:1, what should we seek instead? 
How is spiritual growth nurtured? (be practical) How is it hindered? 
If these are alternatives, why might some Christians not grow? 
What is the ‘spiritual milk’? How do we obey 2:2? 
How does Peter know that this word is growth-giving? (cf 1:10,12,23,25) 
 
How does 1 Peter’s ‘big picture’ emphasis on future salvation help me 
‘be holy’ in general terms, and specifically in loving other Christians? 
 
Conclusion 
What should characterize my Christians life (according to 1:13-2:3)? 



1 Peter 2:4-12 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
 
You are God’s special and holy people: live like it! 
 
 
Story Board 
 
Our true home as Christians is heaven, and we are therefore to live 
here as people who are in exile.  To ‘be holy’ is the right current 
response to our future. 
It was just like this with OT Israel.  Think of all their privileges.  (As 
Christians, we have those same privileges … but more so!)  Now think 
of what it was they were supposed to ‘be’ as God’s people.  Holy.  
Exactly.  They were to live lives that were markedly different from the 
peoples they had left behind and the peoples they lived amongst. 
Of course, they rejected Jesus and so have forfeit the privilege of 
being God’s people, built on Jesus.  That privilege is now ours.  We 
really are God’s special people.  Now we must not fail in being ‘alien’ 
to those we live amongst … distinctively different in that we battle 
against sin in our personal and corporate lives, consistently live good 
lives, and respond even to abuse by just continuing to live good lives.  
Our purpose as God’s people is to proclaim to the world how brilliant 
God is, and how brilliant it is to have God as our God. 
And what that means in practice, Peter will go on to tell us in 2:13f! 
 
 
Application 
 
1 We have the most incredible privileges to be God’s people.  This 

ought to put a spring in our step, whatever we’re going through. 
2 God’s purpose in making us Christians is that we broadcast to the 

world the saving acts of God.  Are we doing that?  How are we? 
3 We must ‘abstain from the passions of the flesh’ / ‘live good lives 

among the pagans’ because we belong to God.  ‘Be holy’ is not an 
optional extra for super-keen Christians, but absolutely essential 
to what it means to live as God’s exiled people. 



Verse by verse 
 
4-10 Peter’s point here is that NT believers are the new ‘people of 

God’ with all the blessings of OT Israel, but in far greater measure: 
 
 (a) Christians can draw near to God 
 ‘Come to’ (4) is literally ‘draw near to’, an OT technical term for a 

worshipper’s approach to God.  Priests were able to ‘draw near to’ 
God’s presence to offer him sacrifices (eg Lev 9:7-8 cf Heb 10:1, 
22).  Once complete outsiders, we can now come right in. 

 (b) Christians come not to a temple altar, but to Jesus 
 ‘Rejected, chosen, precious’ (4) are words from the three OT ‘stone’ 

prophecies, which Peter now applies to Jesus (cf Mark 12:10; Acts 
4:11-12).  All Jews had were the ‘dead’ stones of the temple 
building; we have the person who replaces it.  Jesus is ‘the place’ 
of blessing to which we come (in fulfillment of the land of promise).  
He is the ‘cornerstone’ (the first stone laid in a building’s 
foundation) for whom all the OT and its system were waiting.   

 (c) Christians are where God dwells 
 The temple was where ‘the glory of God’ (the visible evidence of 

his presence) dwelt (Exod 33:8-13; 40:34-38; 1 Kgs 8:10-11), 
but later left because of Israel’s sin (Ezek 10:4, 18-19; 11:23).  
The great hope was that God would return (Ezek 43:1-5; 48:35; 
Mal 3:1), as he did in Jesus, the new temple (John 1:14; 2:19-
21; etc).  But, after Pentecost, the dwelling place of God is ‘in the 
midst of’ his people (Matt 18:20; Jn 14:17, 23; 1 Cor 6:19-20).  
We are now the temple, a ‘spiritual house’; remember that the 
church is built on this Peter, the first ‘rock’ (Mt 16:18). 

 (d) Christians offer acceptable sacrifices to God 
 It was a huge privilege to be a priest, and a once-in-a-lifetime 

privilege to offer the sacrifice in the Most Holy Place on the Day of 
Atonement.  But there was always a query whether the offering 
would be acceptable, so that the priest could emerge unscathed.  
Every Christian has a more wonderful privilege to ‘approach the 
throne of grace with confidence’ (Heb 4:16) for Christ has made 
us ‘perfect’ (Heb 10:11-14).  But if Jesus’ once-for-all-sacrifice 
ended the sacrificial system, what can we offer? 

 The NT’s spiritual ‘sacrifices’ include offering our bodies for God’s 
service (Rom 12:1-2), giving gifts to enable the spread of the 
gospel (Phil 4:18), public confession (Heb 13:15) and doing 
good/sharing our possessions (Heb 13:16).  In other words, any 



part of our day-to-day living, and not just ‘religious’ activities, is 
included in our worship.  This is why 1 Peter will apply ‘be holy’ to 
include every part of our everyday life. 

 
8 There is no other place of salvation than Jesus (Acts 4:11-12): to 

reject him is to ‘stumble’ (Mk 12:9-12 explains what this means). 
 Peter still emphasises the sovereign work of God: just as he 

decided whom he would choose (1:2), so people’s rejection of 
Jesus is within his plans.  Remember that this is written to 
encourage Christians (cf 5:12), not to answer questions about 
predestination!  But note here (as always in the Bible), human 
responsibility (they ‘disobey’ in this verse) is never lessened 
through God’s predestining (cf Mark 14:21 where both occur). 

 
9-10 could not be more ‘Jewish’!  What Israel was, Christians are (NB 

Exod 19:5-6; Isaiah 43:20-21; etc) and we are now his (Hosea 
1:6-10; 2:1, 23).  God’s rescue of Israel was always intended to 
be a declaration of his glory to the surrounding nations (cf Deut 
4:5-8), which is why she was to be distinct from them both 
physically and morally (cf Exod 34:10ff; Lev 18:24-28).  We too 
have been rescued from ‘darkness into his marvellous light’ and 
we too are to ‘proclaim’ God’s mighty acts of salvation.  Israel 
compromised on ‘be holy’, failing to be the ‘light’ that she was 
supposed to be.  11-12 tells us not to fail as well! 

 

1 Peter 2:9 Exodus 19:5-6 
a chosen people ‘my people, my chosen … that they may 

proclaim my praise’ Isaiah 34:20-21 
a royal priesthood a kingdom of priests 
a holy nation a holy nation 
his own possession (ESV) my treasured possession 

 

11-12 Peter’s punch line is: you are what Israel was (and more), now 
be what Israel was supposed to be (and failed to be).  ‘Exiles’ (1:1, 
17) is what we are (cf 1:3-12 if you doubt that!); abstaining from 
fleshly passions/keeping conduct honourable is what we must be.  
Or more simply, ‘be holý (not just individually, but as the church).  
‘Do right’ is effectively what 2:12 says, and carry on doing it, 
whatever others may think of you or say about you.  Now people 
may hate us for our differentness, but later (at his ‘visitation’, 
whether that is at the day of judgment [cf Isaiah 10:3] or on a 
day of their own salvation [cf Luke 1:68f]), then people will be 
forced to confess the truth of the godliness they should have 
observed in our lives (cf 3:1-2 for an example).  Challenging stuff! 



Group Study Outline        1 Peter 2:4-12 
 
Launching Question 
What is the point of our church?!  Why has God put us together here?  
What does he want us to do and to be here? (NB no jargon!) 
 
READ 1 Peter 2:4-12 
Questions 
What has Peter said so far about Christians’ future? 
How should we live from now until that future, according to 1:1-2:3? 
 
List all our current privileges as Christians from 2:4-10. 
Why does Peter list them (if this letter is so future-focused)? 
In what ways are we like OT Israel, according to these verses? 
In what ways are we different from OT Israel? 
 
List everything in 2:4-12 that describes how Christians should live. 
What does it mean to ‘proclaim the excellencies of him who …’ (9)? 
Does this mean more singing, … or more evangelism, … or what?! 
What links ‘being an exile’ and ‘abstaining from passions of the flesh’? 
Why should we live good lives among the Gentiles? 
When will these Gentiles ‘glorify God’? why are we told this? 
 
How would 2:4-12 encourage those suffering because they’re Christians? 
What is Peter encouraging them to do? why? 
 
What does it mean to be a ‘sojourner and exile’ (ESV)/’stranger and 
alien’ (NIV) in your situation? 
What are the things you are to be estranged from, there? 
Do those things in fact feel strange or very normal? 
How could this passage help you there? 
Why has God put you there, according to these verses? 
How could you live there tomorrow, as God wants you to? 
 
2:4-12 actually addresses the church, rather than individual 
Christians. 
How could we, as a church, be more as these verses tell us to be? 
How should we be ‘proclaiming …’?  
And how should we be ‘keeping our conduct honourable …’? 
 
Conclusion 
Ask the ‘Launching Question’ again.  How has this study sharpened 
your thinking about what God wants us as a church to do and to be? 
What is the main thing you have learnt from this study? 



1 Peter 2:13-3:7 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
 
Live as ‘exiles’ by being subject/submitting to those in authority over 
you (even if they abuse their power). 
 
 
Story Board 
 
Christians have the most glorious future to look forward to.  God will 
judge, right all wrongs and give his people their promised inheritance.  
But in the meantime, we have the responsibility to live as his people, 
showing to the world how brilliant it is to be his people.  And we will 
only be that kind of ‘advert’ if we are radically different from the 
people around us … yes, strange, weird, and out-of-kilter! 
Here is a radical way to be different and to live for our future home: 
submit!  Submit to those in authority over you even if others mock 
you for it, even if the person in authority abuses their position, even if 
everything makes you want to answer back.  Continue to do right.  
Continue to submit. 
Jesus did.  He didn’t answer back.  And it cost him his life.  He looked 
to God and to God’s future: there was time enough for him to sort out 
the injustice of it all.  And the result of what Jesus did is our salvation. 
This principle applies to us as citizens towards our government, to 
employees with the boss, and to wives with their husbands.  And also 
to any relationship where there is someone in authority over us.  
 
 
Application 
 
NB Don’t let this become a study thinking up exceptions of when we 
should not submit (eg what if a husband beats his wife? etc) … 
1 Christians, submit to those in authority over you!  This is very  

‘strange’ behaviour in our anti-authority world.  And it will need 
unpacking for the many situations represented in our groups. 

Secondary application: If we are one of those ‘in authority’, we too 
should behave ‘strangely’, treating those ‘under us’ with respect (3:7) 



Verse by verse 
 
13a gives a title for the three examples that follow, where ‘be 

subject’ should mark how Christians ‘do right’ and are ‘strange’ 
to the world around: to governments, masters and husbands.  
(Is 3:8f a fourth example, ‘with one another’?)  ‘In the same 
way’/‘Likewise’ (3:1) links motive (for the Lord’s sake’ 2:13), 
extent (whether they’re good or harsh 2:18, 3:1) and action 
(‘obeyed’ 3:6) in each case, always following Christ’s example 
(2:21-32).  Peter had found such humility hard (Jn 13:1-17), 
but it is now his theme (cf 5:5). 

 
13-17 This is not a treatise on how to live in a modern democracy (eg 

discussing issues such as obeying God rather than men, what 
if a government is wrong in its demands, the occasional 
necessity for civil disobedience, etc, etc).  Peter, living under 
Nero (!) (though probably before his persecutions, so he’s still 
being fairly benign towards Christians), says: do what he says!  

 The job God has given to governments is to punish wrong and 
encourage people to do right.  If I do what they say (normally 
speaking, despite the imperfections of any specific 
government) I’ll be doing right.  Loving Christians and fearing 
God does not mean that I can play ‘free’ from the 30mph 
speed limit or parking restrictions.  I serve God by obeying my 
country’s laws. 

 Historically, Christians have been wrongly accused of the most 
shocking things.  Such ‘ignorant talk’ (15) and accusation (12) 
is to be silenced not in court, but by persisting in doing right. 

 
18-20 ‘Servants’ included many middle-class professions (doctors, 

teachers etc) so can fairly be paraphrased as ‘employee’.  The 
main point is still: do right. Peter is even more ‘strange’ here 
than in 13-17: ‘employees, continue to do right & submit, even if 
your sadistic boss beats you when you do exactly what he asks!’ 

 And the future-centred reasons are because it’s a ‘gracious 
thing’ (ie what God will commend), and because I’m ‘mindful 
of God’ (19 ie that he will vindicate me and right all wrongs). 

 
21-25 Jesus’ example helps us to get our bearings.  He was totally in 

the right and doing right, yet he was treated abominably.  
What was his response?  He thought it was God’s job as Judge 
to sort out the wrong-doers, whilst he continued to ‘do right’.  
Living for God’s future means holy living, even if I‘m killed for it. 



 Isaiah 53 has the same theme of suffering now, vindication to 
come, and seems to be strongly in Peter’s mind: 

 v22   =   Isaiah 53:9 
 v23 = Isaiah 53:7 
 v24 = Isaiah 53:12, 5 
 v25 = Isaiah 53:6 
 But 24 says more than this.  Yes, Jesus’ suffering is an example 

(as, actually, is any Christian’s unjust suffering, which is why 
it’s a good thing to read Christian biographies).  Jesus’ suffering 
is also our salvation: as he suffered-unjustly-on-the-cross, we 
too died to self-interest (= what sin is) in order to live a new life.  
So, the result of Jesus’ salvation is that we should now ‘do right’! 

 
3:1-6 Christian wives should be subject ‘likewise’ … in the same way 

as slaves, and in the same way as Jesus.  The husbands are (lit, 
as in 2:8) those who ‘disobey’ the word, so non-Christians, but 
it’s also suggested (cf ‘fear’ in 6) that they are as harsh and 
unkind as the masters and Jesus’ oppressors.  But the wise 
advice here applies to any with non-Christian husbands: ‘do 
right’ (2, 4), ‘submit’ (5-6) rather than continually preach at 
them.  ‘Win’ (1) is probably not ‘convert’ (since words are 
needed for saving faith [cf Rom 10:12-17]), but ‘persuade to be 
less abusive’, as in 2:15. 

 Sarah is an interesting choice!  True, she called Abraham ‘lord’ 
(Gen 15:12) but certainly she was not slavish (eg Gen 21:10, 
12).  She trusted God would deliver his promised unseen future, 
even though that meant following her husband through some 
fairly unpleasant and dangerous situations (= her ‘faith’ in Heb 
11:11; though, if you’re using NIV, check the footnote). 

 
3:7 To act ‘in the same way’/‘likewise’ is spelt out as (lit) ‘living 

together according to knowledge’.  What ‘knowledge’ is to direct 
his behaviour?  Husbands know that their wives … 

 (a) are ‘the weaker vessel’ (maybe physically ‘weaker’ etc, or 
 maybe just ‘weaker’ in authority in the marriage [cf 1, 5-6]); 

 (b) will receive exactly the same glorious inheritance (cf 1:3-7). 
 Abusing his authority would mean denying these two things: 
 (a) the roles God has given us (ie who leads, & how to lead); 
 (b) our futures (ie that we are equally co-heirs). 
 And if I live rejecting these things (ie God’s purposes for his 

people, both now and then) then of course my prayer to him 
will be hindered (cf Matt 5:24; 18:15-19). 



Group Study Outline     1 Peter 2:13-3:7 
(ESV uses the translation ‘be subject’; NIV ‘submit’.  In these notes, for the sake 
of simplicity, the word ‘submit’ is used) 
 
Launching Question 
If you were to rate your natural inclination for being submissive on a 
scale of one to ten, where would you place yourself?  
… What kind of situations were you thinking about? 
 
READ 1 Peter 2:13-3:7 
Questions 
In what situations does this passage tell us to ‘submit’? 
 
Why is Peter saying this here? 
What does ‘submit’ have to do with living as an exile? (11)? 
What is at risk if we don’t submit? 
How does this command to submit now relate to our certain future? 
 
What does it mean to submit according to this passage? 
When should we submit? 
 
List some of our fears about submission: why don’t we want to? 
What makes it hard in each of the situations listed in 2:13-3:7? 
What answers does this passage give to each of those listed fears? 
 
Why should we submit? (- several answers through the passage) 
 
Why does Peter describe Jesus’ example in the rest of this section? 
Why does Peter give so much detail in 21-25 (ie why not just v21)? 
What is the example of Jesus that we should follow (21)? 
 
This passage involves lots of applications (and I’d guess the difficulty 
here is not understanding but obedience!).  Possible ways to apply … 
• read out some possible scenarios (maybe one for each of the 

three situations listed here) and invite solutions; 
• draw up a comparison of how ‘the world’ generally behaves in 

each of the three situations and how Christians should differ 
• get members of the group to describe difficulties they’ve 

experienced with submission in each of these three situations. 
 
Conclusion 
If there is one thing you will do differently after this study, what is it? 



1 Peter 3:8-4:6 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
 
Keeping doing good, even if you suffer for it. 
 
 
Story Board 
 
Christians belong in heaven and really are exiles in this world: we are 
called to be holy, to be different, and so to show to everyone how 
brilliant it is to be one of God’s people.  ‘Submit’ is a very good 
example of the very different behaviour that Peter is talking about! 
But what should we do if/when we suffer for that kind of submitting?  
What should we do when people walk all over us? 
Answer: continue to do good (and not retaliate) because … 
1 we are more concerned for our future heavenly blessing than for 

current comforts 
 (… which is part of what it means to treat Jesus as Lord). 
2 we long for their salvation/their future blessing, and behaving in 

this odd way may mean we get chances to explain why we 
behave as we do, which may in turn lead to their salvation 

 (… which is exactly what Jesus did: he suffered unjustly for the 
sake of others’ salvation). 

3 we made a clean break with sin when we became Christians, and 
doing God’s will instead means doing good whatever may result.  

 
 
Application 
 
1 Living for heaven means doing good now.  So … do good!  If we 

aren’t (especially as we suffer for it), does heaven matter to us? 
2 Concern for others’ salvation should motivate us to live holy lives 

now.  Does it?  Does the salvation of others matter to us enough?  
3 It has always been God’s purpose that his people declare to the 

world how good it is to be his people.  If we ‘do good’, others will 
ask us why we are living for heaven.  What will we say? 

4 Sin ought to be anathema to us, completely inappropriate.  Is it? 



Verse by verse 
 
8-9a is Peter’s final example of the principle of 2:13a; a catch-all to 

say ‘submit, generally, to all, in all situations, and not just in the 
three examples of 2:13b-4:7’.  This is how we are distinctive 
together (2:9-10), continuing to do right even if victimized for it 
(9a cf 2:13f).  

 
9b We ‘do good’ now (-8-9a), even if we suffer for it, because of the 

still-future blessing of our heavenly inheritance (cf 1:4).  This 
has always been the calling for God’s people: for Jesus (cf ‘to 
this you were called’ also in 2:21), for David and the OT (10-12), 
and now, no less, for us. 

 
10-12 How Peter uses Psalm 34 helps us to understand the OT’s 

apparent ‘prosperity’ teaching properly: our salvation ‘out of 
troubles’ is the same ‘to be revealed’ salvation as 1:5b, the 
promised ‘life … good days’ are heavenly, and the wicked’s 
punishment is after this life.  If, on the other hand, Ps 34 were 
promising prosperity in this life, it is difficult to see how it could 
encourage Christians under Nero! 

 
13-17 Matt 5:11-12 explains the ‘blessing’ (of 14b): it’s joy at our 

reward in heaven.  Blessed now because of what we will receive. 
 17 is the key thought here, with its emphasis still: ‘do good’.  

The context of the verse quoted from Isaiah 8:12b is that God’s 
true people are being called on not to share the fears of those 
who see only the armed power of the enemy; rather, fear the 
ever-present Holy Lord.  Peter adapts this to say: treat Jesus like 
this, as you ‘honour’ him as the Holy One.  If we don’t do 15a, 
then just like Isaiah’s day, we will cave in at the abuse/pressure. 

 Presumably, onlookers question us (15) because of our ‘strange’ 
behaviour of submission (cf 2:11ff).  Again, Peter’s emphasis on 
how to answer them is a concern that we ‘do good’ (ie ‘with 
gentleness and respect’).  But first what Peter is telling us to do 
here is ‘be prepared’: if I honour Christ as holy, if I treat him as 
Lord, then I’ll spend more time in the study working out how to 
do apologetics, to give a reasoned defense (not just a speech!). 

 
18f spells out a second reason to keep doing good.  The answer is 

that others’ salvation can result.  If we continue to do good (17) 
despite (say) 2:19-20, then it can be a remarkable witness: 
others want to know why (15) and may be saved.  That’s what 



happened in Jesus’ case: his patient endurance of suffering 
resulted in our salvation/our being brought to God (18)!  This is 
a similar point to 2:24, but we have to be told it again and again 
because we are so resistant to behaving like this.  

18-22 is very difficult … red-herring alert!  … with at least 3 problems: 
 who did Jesus preach to and why? 
 The two possibilities I like are either Jesus went (between death 

and resurrection) to announce his victory to the disobedient 
angels of Gen 6:1-4 or Jesus was preaching the chance for 
salvation through Noah during the ark-building (cf 2 Pet 2:5) to 
people who rejected it and are now in hell.  It’s not about Jesus 
visiting hell to offer non-Christians a second chance of salvation! 

 how is the story of Noah like baptism? 
 The story of Noah is important for the NT as a picture of God’s 

final judgment and that people will only be saved from it by 
God’s own rescue (eg Matt 24:37-39; 2 Pet 2:56; 3:5-7).  In our 
baptism (and it’s especially clear if our baptism is by immersion), 
we are plunged into water (representing the death we deserve), 
but God keeps us safe and brings us out of that grave into new 
life (cf Rom 6:3-4). 

 are we saved by baptism? 
 No!  Water can only ‘remove dirt from the body’.  We are saved 

‘through water’ (not ‘by water’, if Noah is a parallel) as we rise 
out of baptismal waters to new life, because of Jesus’ 
resurrection.  It helps to remember why Peter is saying all this. 
Jesus’ suffering-when-he-was-always-doing-good produced our 
salvation.  He saved us.  And his example should help us stick 
with doing v17 hoping that our behaviour will lead to v15, and 
others asking why, and ultimately to their salvation. 

4:1-2 is not saying that Christians/Christians-who’ve-suffered no longer 
sin.  Rather, that when someone becomes a Christian, they change 
from one camp (characterized by living for ‘human passions’) to 
another (full of people like Jesus, convinced that it’s better to do 
good, even if you suffer for it).  Peter says: if you have changed 
camps and made that break with sin, live for God’s will and do 
3:17.  (Note in passing that this verse assumes that all 
Christians can be called those who’ve ‘suffered in the flesh’!) 

3-6 In contrast, those who have not ‘changed camp’ will have to 
explain their behaviour/abuse of you at God’s judgment.  And 
this was the whole reason why the gospel was preached to 
Christians who have now died: to save them from that judgment. 



Group Study Outline       1 Peter 3:8-4:6 
NB These questions virtually ignore the difficult 18b-21.  You could start there (with a strict 
time limit!), and then try to work out how they fit in.  Or maybe just read out a theory …? 
 
Launching Question 
When do you feel like not bothering to live a holy life as a Christian? 
What makes you feel that way? 
 
READ 1 Peter 3:8-4:6 
 
Questions       (aiming to get clear the 3 reasons why ‘do good’ cf Story Board) 
Peter is still telling us how to live holy lives as God’s people. 
What does this mean, in practical terms, according to this passage? 
What makes verse 8 hard? what makes 9a hard? 
 
What will result from living a holy life … 
(a) in the here and now?  
 so why quote Ps 34’s promise of prosperity? 
(b) in the future?  
 what is the ‘blessing’ we are promised? 
What reason does 9b-14 give to help us keep on doing good? 
 
What is the link between holiness and evangelism? (cf 15) 
Why might onlookers ask us to give the reason for our hope? 
What if no-one ever seems to ask me to ‘give the reason …’ etc? 
Is evangelism more about how you live or what you say? 
 
What resulted from Jesus’ suffering? and what are the benefits for us? 
So how does what Peter says in 15-18 help me to keep doing good? 
 
4:1-6 has another reason why keep doing good (even if we suffer for it) 
What does 4:1-2 say happens when someone becomes a Christian? 
Why is living for ‘human passions’ not an option for the Christian? 
So what reason is there here to help us keep on doing good? 
 
How does 4:3-5 describe people who have remained not Christian? 
What has the gospel done for Christians who have now died? 
So how will our future perspective, yet again, help us to ‘do good’? 
 
Conclusion 
How could this passage help when you want to give up ‘doing good?’ 
How would it help you, especially if you were suffering for doing good? 
Why should you keep on living a holy life?! 



1 Peter 4:7-19 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Theme Sentence 
 
We are at the end of time and judgment has already begun, so don’t 
get knocked off course of doing good, even if you suffer as a Christian. 
 
 

Story Board 
 
Christians are on their way to heaven where we truly belong.  In this 
world,  we are strangers, called to be holy.  But this doing good is not 
always comfortable.  People take advantage of us, abuse us to see if 
we’ll retaliate, and simply play the bully.  Even still, keep doing good! 
The more we get our thinking straight about our heavenly future, the 
better our attitude will be to things here: we’ll pray more 
appropriately, treat other Christians right, and have the right attitude 
to our gifts. 
And as for our suffering, we shouldn’t be surprised by it nor ashamed 
of it.  The path to our glorious future leads through suffering.  It’s 
simply the same path as Jesus.  And going through it shows that you 
have the Spirit-who-guarantees-heaven inside you. 
In fact, suffering now is part of God’s final, end-of-the-world work of 
judgment.  Now, in this time, he’s judging the church, seeking to 
purify us to be even more ready for heaven.  Then, at the end of 
time, he will judge the ungodly and, believe me, their fate will be far 
more painful than what you are now experiencing! 

… so, isn’t ‘now’ worth it when you consider the future?  
 
 

Application 
 
How does this passage apply to us who are not being persecuted? 
1 We need to be prepared for it.  Church history shows us that the 

current apparent tolerance of us in the West is abnormal! 
2 Actually, we may be suffering (cf 4:4). 
3 Our little sufferings feel to us to be as big as worse sufferings feel 

to the persecuted … so the same instructions (cf 5:12) apply. 
Keep doing good (and 7-11 give 3 more practical examples of how). 



Verse by verse 
 
7a This passage is at the end of the section which began in 3:8 – we 

are ‘blessed’ (3;14; 4:14) even though we may experience 
suffering for doing good (3:17; 4:13-16), if that is God’s will for 
us (3:17; 4:19). 

 But why are we blessed?  Answer: because we will ‘inherit’ (3:9 
NIV) a heavenly reward (1:3-5 cf Matt 5:11-12).  So Peter says 
again that we are now virtually at that ‘end’ (ie at the final 
judgment), the goal of God’s redemptive history.  The final 
curtain could fall at any time.  We need this perspective if we are 
to continue to do good/be holy because without it we’ll join with 
the pagans in 4:3-5. 

 
7b-11 verse 7 is very similar to 1:13: ‘think carefully about the future 

in order to be holy’.  Now here are 3 more examples of how: 
 (a) prayer: clear thinking and spiritual concentration about 

where we are in God’s timeline is essential ‘in order to pray 
appropriately, more effectively’ (to bring out the sense here). 

 (b) love: where love abounds between Christians (which is 
often shown by whether, and how, we use our homes), others’ 
offences are readily overlooked.  Where love is lacking, every 
foible can become the basis for character assassination! 

 (c) service: none of the NT’s lists of gifts is comprehensive 
(certainly this ‘list’ isn’t).  But all the gifts which God gives are 
not for me or my self-advancement, but for the benefit of others.  
The question is not just ‘what is my gift?’ nor ‘am I exercising 
my gift?’ (both of which can easily become self-indulgent), but 
‘how am I using my gift?’ 

 Each of these things is holy behaviour.  Prayer is odd certainly: 
would a non-Christian go to a prayer meeting?!  Covering over 
others’ weaknesses and not grumbling at my lot is unusual.  And 
of course my gifts are for me, my self-esteem and my glory …! 

 
12-19 The main theme here is an even clearer description of what the 

normal Christian life is like: we will (probably) suffer painful 
trials.  Certainly, if they come we shouldn’t think of them as 
‘something strange’ (12).  Nor should we be ‘ashamed’ of them 
(16).  In fact, we should not be knocked off course by them at all 
(- is that what ‘surprised’ means?), but rather we should ‘stand 
firm’ in the true grace of God (5:12) and KEEP DOING GOOD! 



12-16 This is the first time that Peter specifies that the trials of 1:6 
(for some of these Christians at least) were of the ‘persecution 
for being a Christian’ type.  If we are living strangely, as ‘exiles’, 
then it should not surprise us that people hate us for it. 

 Remarkably, this suffering is the mark of a person with ‘the spirit 
of glory’!  The Spirit is like a down-payment, guaranteeing to us 
here-and-now that we are heaven-bound (eg 2 Cor 1:22; 5:5; 
Eph 1:14).  But just as Jesus’ path to that ‘glory’ was via the 
cross, so it should not be surprising for us too to go that way to 
share in his glory.  Spirit-led people fight sin and do good (cf Mk 
1:12-13; Rom 8:11-14). 

 As at 2:16, 19-20; 3:13-17, Peter is concerned that our suffering 
should be undeserved.  It may feel a disgrace to be in prison, 
but actually it’s an honour if the reason you’re there is just your 
faith.  Incredibly, suffering Christians, sharing Jesus’ insults, can 
be glad! 

 
17-18 But in the midst of such suffering, we might find ourselves 

asking: has God lost control? Why doesn’t he do something? 
Peter answers that these sufferings (even if they are unfair/from 
pagans) are God doing something: he is now judging ‘the 
household of God’.  The language of this is from Ezekiel 9 where 
God brings his judgment first on the temple (= lit ‘house’) for its 
horrible sins (6).  But the ideas here are more similar to Malachi 
3 where God purifies his people with fire (1-4) before moving on 
to his judgment of unbelievers (5).  So God's judgment now is a 
purifying of his people so that more sin is eliminated, and more 
holiness encouraged. (Cf 1:6-7 for another value in them too.) 

 18 quotes a different translation of Proverbs 11:31 (which is why 
it seems so different here in 1 Peter): if Christians think that our 
‘fiery trial’ (12) now is bad, that warns us how much worse will 
be their final judgment.   

 
19 What should Christians do?  As always in 1 Peter, it’s ‘continue to 

do good’ because this is always what God wants from his people 
(1:13-16; 2:9-12).  But isn’t it all rather hopeless if this pain is 
actually God-inflicted?  Actually, it’s a comfort if the suffering is 
‘God’s will’ rather than blind fate.  It means that we can know 
that there is a limit to it (both its duration and its intensity), and 
that it is for our good (ie his purifying of us).  The only sensible 
thing to do is to put all our futures into his sovereign hands and 
(guess what?!) … DO GOOD! 



Group Study Outline        1 Peter 4:7-19 
 
Launching Question 
Think of two or three adjectives to sum up how you would describe 
the Christian life: what is it basically like? 
 
READ 1 Peter 4:7-19 
Questions 
Give everybody a pen and paper.  Ask them to draw a time line 
across the middle, and mark on it the view of history in 1 Peter so far. 
 
Where are we on that time line according to 7? why does this matter? 
Knowing where I am in history, what difference will it make to … 
 (use 7-11 and be as practical as you can in all these examples) 
 (a) … how I pray? 
 (b) … how I treat other Christians? and how I use my home? 
 (c) … what I think about my gifts and how I use them? 
Why does Peter give us this list here?  
How does this list fit with the rest of 1 Peter? 
So why should I do these things? 
What would 1 Peter say to help someone finding any of these egs hard? 
 
What adjectives does 12-16 use to describe the Christian life? 
What might I feel about my suffering, according to Peter? 
What should I feel about my suffering, according to Peter? 
How does this apply to us, because we’re not being persecuted, are we? 
 
What is Peter’s main message to Christians in 12-16, even if it’s hard? 
 
How do 17-18 relate to the time line which you drew? 
What is God doing now with Christians if they are suffering? 
How might this change our attitude to hardships we face? 
 
19 reads like a conclusion.   
Explain what you think this verse is saying … 
  in relation to your time line; 
and/or  how you answered the ‘Launching Question’. 
 
Conclusion 
Peter is writing to tell us ‘the true grace of God’ so we ‘stand firm’ in it. 
What does this passage tell us is ‘the true grace of God’? 
What does this passage tell us about how we ‘stand firm’ in it? 
What one thing should you change now in order to ‘continue to do 
good’? 



1 Peter 5:1-14 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Theme Sentence 
 

Stand firm. 
 
 

Story Board 
 

God’s true grace means that he has given Christians a place in 
heaven: he keeps it for us, and us for it.  Incredibly, he’s made us his 
people, and since we belong with him in heaven for ever, we are 
exiles here.  
The way that we are ‘exiles’ here, and the way to ‘stand firm’ in this 
‘true grace of God’ is to live holy lives.  So … 
• don’t let the devil get his claws into you!  The suffering that you 

face may lead you to want to give up on Christianity in order to 
get an easier life here.  Don’t! 

• do humble yourself, trusting God to decide when he will ‘exalt’ 
you and ‘restore’ you again.  The suffering that you face may lead 
you to want to live a holier life.  Do so! 

• elders, resist the particular temptations to sin that you’ll face. 
You’re an under-shepherd, and it’s the final-day verdict of the 
Chief Shepherd that matters. 

• everyone (especially if you’re younger) take heed to the 
exhortations to be humble and to submit. 

 
 

Application 
 

1 Have we properly grasped Peter’s explanation of ‘the true grace of 
God’: holy living now, and glory to come?  If we haven’t, we’ll not 
‘stand firm’, and all the applications in 1 Peter will lack 
foundation. 

2 Stand firm!  Whatever life may throw at us, however painful our 
‘trials’ (1:6-7), even if we suffer terrible things for doing good or 
for being a Christian … ‘be holy’!  Don’t let the devil devour you. 

3 (to church leaders … and home group leaders?)  Evaluate your 
own holiness as a church leader (especially your manner, motive 
and method): where is your horizon? 

4 Submit, be humble together; God will take care of how you end up. 



Verse by verse 
 
1f Talk about ‘elders’ may seem like a new subject.  But if God’s 

judgment has begun at ‘the household of God’ (4:17), then (cf 
Ezekiel 9:6 from where Peter borrowed the language of 4:17) it 
begins with the ‘elders’.  God’s judgment now is a purifying of his 
people so that more sin is eliminated and more holiness 
encouraged.  Suffering now should lead church leaders similarly 
to ‘clean up their act’! 

 Peter’s ‘witness of the sufferings of Christ’ was a rather shabby 
incident in his life: he ran away when the going got tough (cf 
Mark 14:29, 50)!  Maybe that’s the point: if he can be forgiven 
and made a fellow-elder, anyone can.  His focus is future glory, as 
theirs should be too. 

 
2-3 ‘In exhorting fellow pastors to their duty, he points out three vices 

which are especially to be found, namely sloth, desire for gain, 
and lust for power’ (Calvin).  How instead should they ‘shepherd 
the flock’?  Peter calls for … 

 right manner: it’s easy to feel grumpy at my lot, hard done by, 
taken for granted.  This is a freeing alternative: do you want to? 

 right motive: do I lead because of the delight of slaving for 
others, rather than what I get out of it (whether money or status)? 

 right method: by doing (not just telling others to do), modeling 
not dominating … hence, elders must be godly (cf 1 Tim 3:1-10). 

 Peter himself is only a ‘fellow-elder’ (- no pulling rank here), and 
his ‘example’ is not perfection (!), but failure and repentance (1). 

 
4 All ministry in Christ’s church is only under-ministry: it is Jesus 

himself who is the Shepherd of any particular flock.  And his final 
verdict on my shepherding is what actually matters.  Live for that! 

 
5 What does ‘Likewise …’ mean here?  It seems that the pattern is 

in v6: recognise that ‘glory’ is something that God will give in 
heaven, not something to look for now.  Now we are to be holy 
(1:15-16).  For elders, this is spelt out in 2-3.  For the young (not 
just ‘men’)/ for ‘all’, it means more ‘submit’ (cf 2:13-3:9) to your 
church ‘elders’ (lit).  Such self-humbling may mean suffering  
(and certainly, hardship now/glory to come is Peter’s experience 
[1]), but look forward. 

 



5-7 Proverbs 3:34 is also quoted in James 4:6 (in the same context 
of church behaviour).  How we humble ourselves to God (6) is by 
‘casting all our anxieties on him’ (7).  But if I put others first (5) 
and make them more important than me, who will care for me?  
Answer: the caring God, who will lift me up, as 1:3-5 promises. 

 
8-9 Presumably, the devil ‘devours’ apparent-Christians who give up 

when hardship comes (cf Mk 4:16-17).  So the only way to 
‘resist’ his snapping jaws is to ‘stand firm’ (10, 12), and not give 
up.  We are to respond to the devil’s action with our action. 

 9b reiterates 4:12.  It’s not unusual to be suffering, but is what 
all Christians are called to (2:21; 4:13; cf 2 Tim 3:12). 

 
10-11 We know that God’s call of us is not simply to a hard life, but 

through a hard life to ‘eternal glory’.  Suffering now is painful, 
but it’s short-term (whether it comes to an end in this life, or not 
until the end of this life), in the light of ‘eternal glory’.  Since he 
has all resources, all grace (10) and all might (11), we can be 
sure that he will ultimately make up for all that is lost through 
suffering, and he’ll do that for eternity. 

 
12 Peter makes clear here the basic reason for this letter, namely, 

that these Christians don’t cave in when hardship comes to 
them.  Their current experience of suffering is not somehow 
outside of God’s grace, nor sub-Christian, but genuine.  It is 
normal (4:12f).  And, of course, this is very encouraging.  ‘Stand 
firm’ means don’t chuck in Christianity because you think that 
somehow it’s ‘not working’.  Suffering-now Christianity will 
deliver the very thing (‘glory’) which was always promised to us.  
And at that end point, it will be seen that of course Christianity 
has always been ‘working’! 

 What would it mean for these Christians not to ‘stand firm’?  The 
letter emphasises ‘be holy’ (1:15-16): this is how to live for 
heaven.  And the repeated exhortations to practical holy living 
suggest that their danger was giving in to the pressure of (eg) 
4:4.  But God’s grace had made them ‘a holy nation …’ etc (2:4-
10).  So to give up on holiness is to give up on the very thing for 
which God chose us (1:2). 

 
14 ‘She who is at Babylon’ = the church in Rome (Christians being 

described using deliberately OT ‘exile’ imagery).  The ‘Mark’ 
mentioned here is the gospel writer.  The ‘greetings’ are fond 
(with a ‘holy hug’!) not a mere formality.  



Group Study Outline        1 Peter 5:1-14 
 
Launching Question 
What sorts of things go wrong between church leaders & their ‘flock’? 
 
READ 1 Peter 5:1-14 
Questions 
What errors in church leadership is Peter warning against in 1-4? 
How should church leaders lead in 2b-3? what should they be like/do? 
What perspectives does 1-2a and 4 add? why is this important? 
 
How should all the members of the church behave? 
Why do younger people need to be told this especially? 
How do we humble ourselves (a) to one another, and (b) to God? 
Why might 6b-7 help us to humble ourselves? 
 
This theme of submission has been important (2:13f): why is it? 
What should change in our attitudes in our church, having read 5:1-7? 
 
How do I ‘resist’ the devil, from these verses?  
What does he want me to do? 
From 8-12, what does ‘stand firm’ mean? 
What is the opposite (from what we’ve seen throughout 1 Peter)? 
Why might I not ‘stand firm’? 
What is the ‘grace of God’ that I should stand firm in? what will God do? 
In what ways does God’s great plan of salvation help me ‘stand firm’? 
 
Try to be specific (and honest!) together about when you personally 
are in danger of not standing firm. 
What is the link between standing firm & personal holiness, in 1 Peter? 
 
Conclusion 
In what ways does 1 Peter help me to be realistic about my life? 
How will I approach hardships, now that I have read 1 Peter? 
 
What should I do and be as a Christian (whether or not my life has 
trials)? 
 
Are there things I need to change right now, having just read 1 Peter? 
 
Are there ways you could keep one another to these resolutions? 
(… and would this be an example of 5:5-7?) … maybe writing things 
down? … revisiting these resolutions in 6 months? etc 


